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Job Related Information 

This document includes information about the role for which you are applying and the information you will 

need to provide with your application.       

1. Role Details 
 

Vacancy reference: 15707 

Job title: Professor of Law, Business and Professional Practice   

Reports to: Head of Department  

Salary: £66,534 - £90,426  (PB1 – PB2) 

Terms and conditions: Academic 

Grade: Professorial 

Duration of post: Fixed Term Contract until 31st July 2022 

Working hours: Part Time (0.2) 

Location: Milton Keynes – at least 2 days per month to be worked from Walton 

Hall campus  

Closing date: 12:00 noon on Friday 29th March 2019 

Type of application form accepted: Electronic 

 
Number of referees required: Three 

Unit recruitment contact: Resourcing-Hub@open.ac.uk  

 

   

mailto:Resourcing-Hub@open.ac.uk
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2. Summary of duties 

The successful candidate will play a key role in developing the research capability and raising the research 

profile of the Faculty of Business and Law (FBL) Centre for Knowledge in Organisations and Professions (CKOP) 

as well as contribute to other centres such as Research into Employment, Empowerment, and Futures (REEF) 

and the Centre for Voluntary Sector Leadership (CVSL).  In particular the appointed candidate will be expected 

to contribute in a generative way by supporting and encouraging other members of faculty to craft and prepare 

research papers for publication in high quality journals, co-supervising PhD students, and providing guidance on 

attracting external funding for a diverse range of sources. The successful candidate will also play a part in the 

academic life of the Department, and the Faculty as a whole, and in creating a vibrant research culture.   

 

The role is expected to make a contribution to the forthcoming Research Excellence Framework both directly 

through the individuals’ own contribution, and indirectly through working with other faculty members.   

 

Main duties will include: 

 

• Spending approx 2 days per month at FBL,  Walton Hall working with members of Faculty, specifically 

• Mentoring and coaching Faculty members as appropriate 

• Encouraging inter-disciplinary research between OUBS and OULS as appropriate  

• Working with career young colleagues (or those who may be struggling to write/publish) on developing 
research papers for 3 and 4 star academic journals 

• Contributing to the development of research bids in the Department / Faculty 

• Reviewing and offering comments on papers and bids in progress 

• Publishing in the relevant fields of socio-legal studies and organisation studies 

• Helping CKOP to link in with other FBL/OU research strands 

• Promoting OU research/reputation at national and international events 

• Co-supervising PhD students in the Faculty and developing proposals and bids for new PhD students. 

• Contribute strategically to the development of FBL e.g. via the Professorial Forum  

 

The Business School has a growing profile of leading research projects.  The research agenda in CKOP 

contributes ideas and expertise that relates to a number of Faculty research themes. The appointees’ research 

agenda should exhibit some congruence with the research interests of Centre members in the Schools of 

Business and Law which currently include: 

• Knowledge in organisations and professions 

• Organisational and individual identity 

• Gender, work and organisation 

• Practice and work-based learning 

• Critical and reflexive pedagogy 

• Management and legal education  

• Historical analyses of professions 

• Ethics in organisations and professions 

• Critical Management Studies 

• Critical Legal Studies 

• Organisational leadership 

• Organisational change and managerialism 
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• Innovation, creativity and learning in professions 

• Deskilling and the future of professional work   

 

Research, including inter-disciplinary and innovative approaches, is strongly and actively encouraged and staff 

are supported in bidding for research funding.  Regular research events are organised and there is a wide range 

of research-related training available.  Faculty members are encouraged and supported to present their work at 

national and international academic conferences.   

The appointee will be expected to become an active member of the Centre for Knowledge in Organisations 

and Professions and contribute as required to FBL research programmes and activities alongside other 

academic centres of excellence where appropriate. 

3. Person specification 

Education, qualifications and training 

Essential:  • A PhD or doctorate qualification or equivalent, with substantial experience of high-
quality research leadership 

Knowledge, work and other relevant experience 

Essential:  • A thorough grasp of current developments in management education; 

• A significant and established research record of academic publication in high quality 
national and international journals (3* and 4* with respect to the Research Excellence 
Framework) 

• Evidence of ability to compete successfully for resources to support research (including 
Principal Investigator or Co-Investigator on RCUK, EU and/or other grants won in 
competition with peer review)  

• Evidence of having worked with external partners and organisations 

• Previous and ongoing contribution to the RAE/ REF or equivalent in the areas of HRM 
organisational studies and related areas; 

•  A commitment to mentoring and supporting colleagues in their writing for publication; 

• A solid grounding in the issues and scholarly debate across the broad field of HRM and 
Organization Studies; 

• Evidence of active contribution to academic communities including invited keynotes, 
chairing tracks and symposiums at academic national and international conferences and 
membership of Academies 

• A successful track record of supervising postgraduate students and experience of 
research supervision at PhD level; 

• Evidence of having built, and continuing to build, networks and relationships at a 
national and international level 

• Evidence of considerable reach and significance in public engagement with research, 
achieving impact of research on teaching and learning, or impact beyond academia on 
policy or practice 

• Ability to represent the Faculty of Business and Law within the University and externally 

• Professionalism as a colleague and proven track record of working with others as a 
member of a team 
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Desirable:  • Experience of building and managing research groups 

• A diverse research income portfolio including philanthropic and corporate funding 

• Track record of working with large corporate organisations 

• Experience of blended, distance learning 

• Experience of working in multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary research 

• Evidence of having built and maintained working relationship with policy makers in 
industry/ government/third sector corporate networks 

• Experience of developing and using multi-media and web-based learning technologies 

Personal abilities and qualities 

Essential:  • ICT competence; 

• The ability to work to tight deadlines; 

• The ability to engage with senior colleagues in the institution;   

• Good communication skills and interpersonal skills with an ability to work effectively as 
part of a team 

Additional requirements/Special circumstances 

Essential:  • Understanding of and demonstrable sympathy with OU values; 

• Commitment to equal opportunities policies and practices 

4. Role specific requirements e.g. Shift working 

N/A 

5. About the unit/department 

Faculty of Business and Law 

The Faculty of Business and Law is one of the four faculties of The Open University. It brings together two 

Schools – The Open University Business School and The Open University Law School – and has a strong 

reputation as a high-quality and innovative provider of management and legal education.  Our courses and 

qualifications are studied by a wide range of people from all backgrounds – we are proud to promote 

opportunity and social justice by making higher education open to those unable to attend a more traditional 

campus-based university.   

Student satisfaction is a high priority and we are determined to deliver the best outcomes for everyone 

studying with us.  Around 35,000 students are currently enrolled on our business, management and law 

programmes; about quarter of them are based outside the UK in 80 countries. The majority of our students are 

employed and study part-time with us.  

The Faculty employs around 130 academic staff, two thirds of whom are based at The Open University’s Milton 

Keynes campus, 700 Associate Lecturers and around 80 academic-related and administrative members of staff. 

We are committed to developing our staff to achieve their full potential and offer a range of formal and 

informal training and development opportunities to support individual and Faculty objectives. 

 

http://www.open.ac.uk/business-school/
http://www.open.ac.uk/law/
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6. How to obtain more information about the role or application process 

If you would like to discuss the particulars of this role before making an application please contact NAME 

If you have any questions regarding the application process please contact by email Resourcing-

Hub@open.ac.uk (Quote Ref 15707) 

7. The application process and where to send completed applications 

How to Apply:   Complete the short application form 

Submit along with  

Covering letter  

Write a covering letter indicating why you are interested in this post 
and how you believe your knowledge, experience and skills meet the 
Person Specification.  

Decisions about short listing will be based solely on the information 
you provide on your application form and covering letter. 

 

Curriculum Vitae (CV)  

Please enclose an up to date CV with your application for employment.   

e-mail your application to: 

Please ensure that your application 

reaches the University by:   

Your completed application should be returned electronically 
Resourcing-Hub@open.ac.uk  (Quote Ref 15707) 

12:00 noon on Friday 29th March 2019 

Applications received after the closing date will not be accepted. 

8. Selection process and date of interview  

The interviews will take place on: Interviews are planned for Tuesday 16th April 2019 at Milton Keynes but 

this date may be changed if operationally required.  Please also note that 

occasionally there may be a need for second interview.  

 
The selection process for this post 

will include 

Interview and Presentation 

 

 

We will let you know as soon as possible after the closing date whether you have been shortlisted 

for interview.  Further details on the selection process will also be sent to shortlisted candidates.  
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